Abstract. In fuzzy predicate logic, assignment of truth values may be partial, i.e. the truth value of a formula in an interpretation may be unde ned (due to lack of some in nite suprema or in ma in the underlying structure of truth values). A logic is supersound if each provable formula ' is true (has truth value 1) in each interpretation in which the truth value of ' is de ned. If is shown that among the logics given by continuous t-norms, G odel logic is the only one that is supersound; all others are (sound but) not supersound.
Introduction
Fuzzy logic can be understood as a logic with a comparative notion of truth. Initiated by L. Zadeh, it remained for a long time ignored by most mathematical logicians (S. Gottwald and G. Takeuti being good counterexamples). The book 2] is an attempt to elaborate systems of fuzzy logic in the style of classical logic, stressing axiomatization, completeness, complexity etc. The basic notion is a continuous t-norm on is exactly the variety of all algebras L (with arbitrary domain) such that each identity valid in each t-algebra is valid in L. (Each BL-algebra is a lattice with additional operations ; ) satisfying some axioms.)
Each BL-algebra L determines corresponding interpretations of propositional calculus and predicate calculus. If I is a predicate language (consisting only of some predicates, no function symbols and no constants are necessary) then an L interpretation of I is a structure M = (M; (r P ) P predicate ) where M 6 = ;; r P : M ar(P) ! L (ar(P) is the arity of P; if ar(P) = 0 r P is just an element of L: The Tarski-style In 2] one can nd an axiom system BL8 for the predicate logic over BLalgebras. The system is sound in the following sense: If BL8`' then ' is true in all safe L-interpretations L being any BL-algebra). And the converse is also valid: this is completeness. More than that: BL8 proves ' i ' is true in all safe L-interpretations for all BL-chains (linearly ordered BL-algebras).
There are important subvarieties of the variety of BL-algebras, notably MValgebras, G-algebras and -algebras corresponding to logics stronger than BL8 namely Lukasiewicz logic L8; G odel logic G8 and product logic 8: Each of these varieties is generated by a particular continuous t-norm (t-algebra), namely Lukasiewicz, G odel and product t-norm. More generally, each continuous t-norm generates a variety V( ) of BL-algebras and thus a logic C( )8: (The axioms are those of BL8 plus all axioms given by identities de ning V( ) { or a su cient subset of them.) All these logics are sound and complete in the obvious sense (as above).
A logic is supersound if each provable formula ' is true in each L-interpretation (L being any algebra from the given variety) in which the truth value of ' is dened.
It was proved in 3] that L8; 8 are not supersound whereas G8 is. Here we show that G odel logic is the only logic C( )8 given by a continuous t-norm which is supersound; the result also implies that BL8 is not supersound.
The result
Theorem. There is a formula ' such that BL`' and for each continuous t-norm with a non-idempotent element, there is an algebra L 2 V( ) and a (non-safe) interpretation M such that k'k L M < 1:
The proof will be a generalization of the corresponding proof in 3]. To make the proof more readable we show that there is a theory T with a single axiom (denoted also by T) and a formula ' such that T proves ' over BL8 and for each non-idempotent there is an L 2 V( ) and a (non-safe) L-interpretation M in which T is (meaningful and) true and ' is meaningful but not true (its truth value is < 1): To get the theorem it su ces to apply the deduction theorem for BL8 to get a k such that BL8`T k ! ' (T k being T& : : : &T; k copies); in our M, (T k ! ') is meaningful but not true. 3 Before we start the proof we collect some preliminaries. De nition Our language has a single unary predicate P and a nullary predicate (propositional constant) C: The theory T has one single axiom (8x)(9y)(P(x) ! C&P(y)); ' is the formula (9x)(P(x) ! (C&P(x))): Lemma 3. T proves ' over BL. Proof. We show that ' is true in each safe L-model M of T; L being a saturated BL-chain. Observe that T`(8x)(P(x) ! C): Let Let M = !; we de ne an L-interpretation of P; C with the domain M: Let kCk M = f; let P m = kP(m)k M be de ned as follows: P 0 = k b ; P m+1 = (f ) P m ): It is easy to show that P m < f for each m (P m+1 is in nitesimally greater than P m , hence by induction P m is in nitesimally greater than k b , and f is innitesimally close to k v ). Thus we also get (P m ) (f P m )) = f (for m > 0 directly from the preceding, for m = 0 in a similar way). Clearly, M is an Lmodel of T; and k'k L M = f < 1 L : This completes the proof of the lemma and of the theorem.
